ACROSS
1 Drive-thru device
4 Ethereal instruments
9 Heart of the matter
13 Title for Judi Dench
17 Set of three
20 In the lead
21 Ultimate attainment
22 Diabolical
23 Swiss folk hero
25 Slangy calmer
27 Had a midnight snack
28 Bagpiper's garment
30 Curly-haired dog
31 Vacation spot
32 Cannot stand
33 Sound of vanishment
34 Nintendo game system
35 City west of Venice
36 Without slack
37 Come into
40 Ne'er-do-well
43 Enthusiastic
45 Investor's
46 See 60 Across
47 Double-headed hardware
49 Stroke on a green
50 Zebra cousin
51 Where Dr. King marched in '65
52 Actor's gig
53 Slips up
54 "Over here!"
56 Hebrew greeting
57 Balkan nation
59 Clubs or spades
60 With 46 Across, Ivy League benefactor
61 Remain, in product names
62 Person servicing drivers
65 Pro bono TV ad
68 Highways and byways
70 Investor's consideration
71 Emblem on a jacket

DOWN
1 Way beyond squabbling
2 Too-often repeated
3 Hiker's coverage
4 Plate on a diamond
5 Tiny laborer
6 UPS assignment
7 Circle on a dress
8 Search in different directions
9 "Formal agreements"
10 I, as for Einstein
11 "Thanks for oversharing"
12 Of practical use
13 Bus destination
14 Enthusiastic
15 Pepper processor
16 "Vogue" rival
17 Tolerate
18 Journal keeper
19 Top story
20 Top story
21 Poetic pastures
22 Won't allow to continue
23 Close-knit group
24 Cabbages or kings
25 Experiment
26 Venerable surveyor
27 Red Muppet
28 Work crew
29 Reins in
30 More or less
31 Change-machine insert
32 Spring months
33 Unwise speed
34 Informal assent
35 One of a grand piano trio
36 Hobbits' territory
37 Chip away at
38 Vital sign
39 Kimono fabric
40 Skier's spot
41 In any way
42 Agronomist's study
43 Latin list ender
44 Bear market purchase
45 Symbol of strength
46 Rids of moisture
47 Without a hitch
48 In-your-face
49 News item
50 Within the rules
51 Took wing
52 Singer whose name once had a "$"
53 Back street
54 Too-frugal type
55 Jewelers' eyepiece
56 _ ease (antsy)
57 Stallions, previously
58 Moves forward
59 Cat's comment
60 Elbow-to-wrist bone
61 British pianist Dame Myra
62 Londoner's lav
63 Tulane rival
64 Old school cheer
65 Singing couple